What is BEER Token?
Stellar BEER Token is a digital currency designed for hospitality, food, beverage, sports, and
gaming industries. BEER Token can be used between people and businesses, and sent
instantly to anyone, anywhere in the world, in seconds.

BEER Token Features
Secure Stellar Network, which powers BEER Token and many others, is the most secure and
advanced blockchain system in the world.
100% Private BEER Token is only available through Stellar wallets and exchanges. You alone
control your assets, no other middleman, bank, or intermediary is required, nor is the
exchange of any personal information necessary. Payments and transfers with BEER Token
and other Stellar assets on the network, are done directly between the sender and receiver
of the tokens.
Exchangeable As a verified Stellar Asset, BEER Token is exchangeable with many Stellar
crypto assets in the Stellar Network.
Seamless Transfers BEER Token can be directly transferred to anyone anywhere in the
world, without restriction or 3rd party intervention.
Lightning-Fast Sending, swapping, or trading BEER Token or any asset on the Stellar
Network is almost instant and takes only a few seconds to send or receive funds across the
network.
Lowest Fees Whether sending $1.00 or $100M in BEER, fees for using Stellar Network are
extremely low. The average transaction fee is around 0.00001 XLM, the maximum is 0.001
XLM per transaction, regardless of the amount, the fee equates to less than a few cents.
Green Being part of the Stellar Blockchain Network makes BEER Token a green, efficient,
and sustainable digital asset compared to others like Doge & BTC.
TOKEN Profile
Asset Code: beer.stellarmint.io
Token Supply: 5B Tokens
Token Address:
GBL2VH6MT5QGTNQ7P725U2U6HI4MXEAKDCX3NO7OHAM2B6JNZSXLSHNN
Website: https://stellarbeertoken.com
Email: hello@stellarbeertoken.com
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HOW TO BUY BEER Token.
To get started, first you need to purchase XLM, the base
currency for the Stellar Network. You can purchase XLM
through Stellar Wallets like LOBSTR, a secure, easy, and
convenient crypto wallet for getting started with Stellar and
BEER Token or you can go through a crypto exchange like
Coinbase.
Lobstr offers a user-friendly interface that is easy to navigate
which makes it very simple to send, receive, buy, swap, sell or
trade BEER Token and Stellar assets.
https://www.lobstr.co
Sending & Receiving Stellar BEER Token with LOBSTR Wallet.
Step 1
Download Lobstr Wallet from the Apple Store or Google Play store or visit lobstr.co to
signup online. Write down your security words and create a unique Stellar Address that you
can send and receive funds from.
Step 2
Fund your account with Stellar XLM. Either purchase XLM from within Lobstr, or transfer
XLM from your crypto exchange account.
Step 3
Add BEER as an asset in Lobstr. Click on ASSETS in the left menu and click on the + icon.
Scan the QR Code below or search for beer.stellarmint.io
Step 4
If you are receiving BEER from someone, that's all you need to do.
Step 5
If you are sending BEER to someone: Swap or Trade XLM with BEER. Click SEND, add the
recipient's Stellar or Federation Address, select BEER Token from your asset list, enter the
amount of BEER Token you want to send. Click SEND.

Download Lobstr Wallet for iOS or
Android

Scan this QR code on Lobstr.co to add
BEER Token asset to your wallet.
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Purchasing Stellar Lumens (XLM) and funding your
Lobstr Wallet
What is the Stellar Network?
Stellar is a fast, efficient network for trading, saving, and spending digital money. Stellar
Network powers BEER Token as well as many other native tokens and enables anyone to
send money anywhere affordably and quickly. The Stellar Network is great for trading any
kind of money or representation of value in a low cost, environmentally friendly,
transparent, and efficient way.
What are Stellar Lumens (XLM)
Lumens, also known as XLM, is the base currency for the Stellar Network. It uses XLM for
network transaction fees and to convert funds from one currency to another.
https://stellar.org

Buying Lumens (XLM)
Option 1 - In-Lobstr via MoonPay
Stellar Lumens (XLM) can be purchased directly from within Lobstr with Visa and Mastercard
debit or credit cards, purchases are processed via MoonPay. The minimum amount of
Stellar Lumens (XLM) you can purchase is $30 to a maximum of $2000.
https://support.moonpay.com/

Option 2 - Crypto exchange.
Another common method for purchasing Lumens (XLM) is via a crypto exchange, which
allows you to buy, trade, swap many crypto currencies. You would purchase XLM on the
exchange and then send them to your Stellar Address in Lobstr.
Exchanges have different requirements depending on your country, some have a signup
procedure known as Know Your Customer (KYC) which requires submission of Photo ID and
other verification details.
Once you have completed the signup procedure and set up an account in your country, you
would fund it, and deposit dollars, which in turn you would convert to XLM by swapping or
trading. Once you have purchased XLM, you would send it to the Stellar address linked to
your Lobstr Wallet.

Which Crypto Exchange to use?
The requirements and signup process for exchanges is different for each country. It is best
to start with a simple online search. Do Your Own Research (DYOR) for Crytpo Exchanges in
your country to find the most popular, trustworthy, and secure.
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